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1 Introduction

Natural language explanations (NLE), as addi-
tional information provided by the annotator, are
informative and effortless (i.e. requiring only
tripled annotation time since the annotator already
knows the instance well). Recent work in re-
lation extraction, common-sense QA and visual
QA utilize these explanations and achieve com-
petitive performances efficiently (i.e., with fewer
labeling effort). One way to leverage NLE is to
construct labeling rules from explanations, which
help relieve annotation burden, while such method
usually adopt hard matching and suffer from low
coverage issue. The proposed work aims to fur-
ther improve the efficiency by constructing a joint
bootstrapping framework for both instances and
rules, so that rule coverage in unlabeled corpora
is further expanded. In this survey we discuss re-
lated work on natural language explanations and
machine executable forms.

2 Related Work

Natural Language Explanation. Srivastava
et al. (2017) first introduced the usage of natural
language explanation in concept learning. Each
statement s in set S is first parsed into logical
form with a CCG parser and acts like a binary
feature function z = f(x) ∈ {0, 1}. The original
representation of the instance, x, is augmented
with binary feature outputs z, and is later fed into
a classifier. The training objective log p(y|x,S)
is roughly decomposed into classification part
log p(y|x, z) and parsing part log p(z|x,S) with
Jensen’s Inequality. The proposed work demon-
strates good generalization ability with a 30%
relative F1 improvement on their crowd-sourced
dataset, and the authors highlight the potential
application for non machine-learning experts
to guide model training with natural language.
Though only a small number of instances are
required to achieve competitive performance, the
task is done in a purely supervised manner, and
still much manual labor is spent on this task,

including crowd-sourcing and domain-specific
lexicon construction.

More recently, Hancock et al. (2018) proposed
a BabbleLabble framework for training classifiers
with NLE, and succeeded in three relation extrac-
tion tasks. One major difference from the prior
work is that BabbleLabble abandoned trainable
CCG-based parser and adopted a simpler and fixed
rule-based parser with no domain-specific predi-
cate dictionary. The drawback of this approach is
that it iterates subspans of explanation sentence,
construct a labeling function for each subspan, and
then filter the invalid ones. The computation cost
for such iteration and filtering may be huge. An-
other difference is that the z is not used to aug-
ment x but is used to pseudo-label x instead. This
characteristic enables semi-supervised learning on
unlabeled corpus. One highlight of this work is it
focus on efficiency instead of pushing forward the
state-of-the-art — how many instance-label pairs
are equivalent to one instance-label pair with nat-
ural language explanation in terms of contribution
to model performance? Is it still efficient to use
explanations when annotation time is taken into
account? The proposed work cast our attention
to these practical and meaningful issues in model
training.

There are also generative approaches to lever-
age natural language explanations. Li et al. (2018)
framed visual question answering into multi-task
learning by requiring the model to generate an
explanation s with hidden representation h con-
structed from image and question, i.e. modeling
p(s|h). The multi-task learning paradigm enables
the generation task to regularize hidden represen-
tation h and thus improve the QA task perfor-
mance. Rajani et al. (2019) leveraged advanced
pre-trained, OpenAI GPT (Radford et al., 2018),
to generate an explanation sentence with the ques-
tion and candidate answers as the previous sen-
tence. This work assumes that pre-trained models
have “common-sense reasoning ability” to provide
surface explanations, while the reasoning process
remains a black box.



Natural language explanations can be consid-
ered as additional information from annotators.
Prior to natural language explanation, there are
also notable attempts in acquiring extra informa-
tion, but in other forms such as highlighting de-
cisive phrases, or rationale (Zaidan et al., 2007).
Highlighting is less expressive, but more formal-
ized in representation (i.e., can be expressed with
binary sequences) and more easy for annotators
to use. Previously, such information is leveraged
with generative annotation modeling (Zaidan and
Eisner, 2008) or sub-graph features (Arora and
Nyberg, 2009). One potential way of using ratio-
nale is to align highlight sequence with attention
scores over tokens.

Machine Executable Forms. Transforming na-
ture language into machine executable forms is
usually done by semantic parser and is extensively
studied. Liang (2016) provided an extensive sur-
vey on related methods. Surface text pattern is
the simplest form, which provides a positive out-
put if a string is exactly matched in candidate sen-
tence. Another representative method is combina-
tory categorial grammar (CCG) (Zettlemoyer and
Collins, 2012) which originates in linguistics and
then borrowed to semantic parsing.

The above semantic parsing approaches are ex-
plicit, interpretable, but can only be used with
hard-matching. With the rise of large-scale pre-
trained models, soft and generalized execution can
be achieved. Weber et al. (2019) softens first-order
logic reasoning by maintaining an embedding for
each entity, relation (i.e., entity-masked sentence)
and predicate. Entity unification is done by cal-
culating the similarity between the embeddings
of two candidate entities; and entailment can be
grounded if the embedding of relation is close to
that of a predicate. This approach is half explicit
(interpretable rules, unification and entailment)
and half implicit (hidden representation initial-
ized with pre-trained models). One severe draw-
back of this method is differentiat-ability. Given
supportive facts and rules, a deterministic solver
is first used to solve the logical problem. As a
workaround, the result from this solver guides the
model to re-calculate a loss following its best so-
lution. The trainable embeddings are updated with
back propagation of this re-calculated loss. In
practice, such deterministic solver are computa-
tionally expensive. Meanwhile, the meaning of
(placeholder) predicates are still un-interpretable.

One on-going work within our group is to soften
CCG-based labeling functions with soft neural ex-
ecution tree (SNE-Tree). SNE-Trees split the op-
erations into four categories: (1) logic calculation;
(2) distance counting; (3) string matching and (4)
deterministic. Operations in the first three cate-
gories can be softened. For example, distance re-
quirement of less than 5 can be softened to a dis-
tance of 7 though the matching score is lowered;
same thing happens to “CEO” matched with “chief
executive”. Ideally, such soft-matching scheme
will expand rule coverage so that unlabeled cor-
pus is better leveraged. However, CCG limits how
the explanations are expressed and NLE become
less ‘natural’ — In practice distance counting and
string matching modules may still be insufficient
to explain the reason, and it’s hard to explain com-
mon sense with words in a pre-defined list.

3 Datasets

Srivastava et al. (2017) provided a crowd-sourced
dataset with natural language statements to de-
scribe seven concepts in email texts. Hancock
et al. (2018) gathered natural language explana-
tions for three relation extraction tasks (Spouse,
Disease and Protein). Rajani et al. (2019) con-
structed a Common Sense Explanations (CoS-E)
dataset on top of Common sense Question An-
swering (CQA) dataset. In computer vision, image
captions are good sources of natural language de-
scription, and can be potentially formed into nat-
ural language explanation for image-related clas-
sification tasks. Related dataset include VQA-E
(Li et al., 2018) and MSCOCO (Lin et al., 2014).
These datasets may be used in the research project.

4 Brief Conclusion

In this survey we broadly explored related research
on natural language explanation and machine ex-
ecutable forms. Natural language explanation can
be either leveraged in representation (augmenting
representation of input), as labeling function (pro-
viding weak supervision for unlabeled corpus), or
as regularization (as a second task in multitask
learning). As for machine executable forms, we
discuss simple surface text pattern and more com-
plex CCG-based rules, as well as techniques to
soften the rule grounding process. Pros and cons
of each method are discussed so that a suitable ap-
proach may be chosen in fulfillment of the project.
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